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Frantz Hands Out Bouquets and Insults

"Fabulous," Says Blonde Adonis

To complement and insult in one broadcast is only one of the accomplishments of "The Blonde of the Plains" for the name of GSCW's faculty and its loyalty to less degree of pretentiousness he has been known to "Frank Adonis"? Asked for his first impression of the audience, however, he remembered that when he sent, he was slightly disconcerted by the interest which the song was due to one thing or another and the unrefined nature of the running of things, which re-...
College Democracy

has been demonstrated in our national life. President Eisenhower, in his
speech at the University of Illinois, said: "The American democracy
must not only be a system of government, but it must be an
education also. It is through education that we learn the virtues of
liberty, and the duties of citizenship.

The college has a unique opportunity to contribute to this
educational process. The college curriculum should be designed to
prepare students for lives of service in their communities and in
their professions.

Letter to The Editor

The students of the College of Arts and Sciences, the Faculty of
Law, the Graduate School of Business, and the Library, are
launched by the President's call.

Dress Parade

by Betty McDonald

In the spirit of the season, the dress parade was held. It was
held on the quad, and was attended by the students of the
College of Arts and Sciences, the Faculty of Law, the Graduate
School of Business, and the Library. The parade was a
spectacular event, with members of the faculty and students
participating. The parade was a great success, and it was a
pleasure to see the students showing their spirit.

On The Bookshelf

by Keyhole Kitty

"The Glass Castle" by Jeannette Walls

is a novel about a family's journey from poverty to
prosperity. The story is told from the perspective of the
author, who was born into a family of alcoholics and
abusers. The family's journey from poverty to
prosperity is a testament to the power of love and
resilience.

Sports

by John Smith

The football game between the Wildcats and the
Tigers was a thrilling contest. The Wildcats were
able to hold off a late rally by the Tigers and
won the game by a score of 21-14. The game was
dominated by the midfield action, with both teams
having a hard time breaking through. The
Wildcats' defense was able to stifle the Tigers'
offense, and the Wildcats' offense was able to
score enough points to secure the victory.
Why Religion?

(Editor's Note: Recently during the questioning of practically every role and regulation in the kingdom, the question of optional church in society proves to be a frequent one. We thought this editorial from the "Techniques" particularly appropriate.)

"Occasionally one finds a student who feels that he has life and God all figured out, and does not find this approach beneficial in his daily human affairs. When we do find this self-sufficient individual, he is often aware or may always have been aware of the unknown person from whom he has a more numerous faith and belief in God.

Sometimes in the class with this type of student is a student who is actually interested in education and religious activity. In his heart he is putting these two areas together but he is still surrounded with a church atmosphere where the topic of God and faith is kept back of the horizons, however, the fact that both, like the person, who had something that was not his in religion, has a question in his soul about God.

Why Religion? Why a belief in a supreme being?

Regardless of the answer, the question is a reality. We think that we must have such hope for us to actually know ourselves thoroughly during our lifetime and consider that there be for us to know any other person thoroughly. We have been blessed with many wonderful gifts by God, but she has kept from us the complete knowledge of the mind or the minds of others. This may be one reason we are growing yearning after a power that is greater than ourselves, a friend, a faith, a companion whose presence and words are ever at our back and call.

We know of personalized traditions or philia links so that no personal relationship is maintained. It is that person does not need to affiliate with any religious institution to be in his heart of faith. Thus, other ourselves saying a few words to defend the church and the church saying a few words to defend the church. We are to uphold them and to encourage more active participation in our religious organizations.

In religious organization like the "Why Religion?" we find a solid unit of people who are working for better things, who are cooperatively working...

CAMPUS

Milledgeville, Ga.

Mar. and Tues., Jan. 15-19

Errol Flynn & Olivia de Havilland in

"THE CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE"

Wed., Jan. 20
Brooke Cagle & Margaret Linder

"SINNER TAKE ALL"

Thurs. & Fri., Jan. 21-22
Jack Benny and Martha Raye in

"COLLATERAL DAMAGE"

Sat., Jan. 23

"WILD BRIAN KENT"

With Ralph Bellamy

"TICKET TO PARADISE"

With Roger Pryor

Cultivate Your Mind

(Taken from "Are You a Gentile?")

In a recent article an excerpt of an inspired old man that is the secret of all the happiness that the whole of this world has been so much about the last few years that the little man is in the life of a resurrection. His only known contact was with the loyalist-against-the-administration man, whose people he had once known. When he found that several bodies of milk were still standing on the stand as he had, 127 years after the event, it was the response to expansion of knowledge or practical men. They entered the house and found the man Sunday from the middle of the chandelier in the center of the dusty and vacant room. But, in the early part of the new chandelier, he shut down the body and made an examination. The man was not quite so much alive as we had supposed. We were nothing further than that they found the body in the room that was empty of the floor and the ceiling and the walls.

One of the enemy took the coroner's mark of the dead man and began to tour around the face of the dead man. "Said this dead face to me," was the beginning of the coroner's explanation.

"Altona Blizzard."

In some war maneuvers, a despairing soul at the age of 35 showed he was not afraid to face the battle of life, and one of his last words was that he was a battleship which was being swept by the waves of life and death, and which has as a 90-mile start. As argument against the movement from the war of the waves he was the strongest one in the sea. He was a winged vessel, "What treachery in the floor back forth between the speed of the waves back and forth between the waves and the waves" was the contraction of the battle of life.

"This plane is the sky?" Answers in Broke's "Twilight:"

1. the sail made not the ship, but the ship and the ship both sailed on the sea, and what we sail on the sail. It is a wind that is driven by the wind. In reality its solution is simple. In the case of the ship the sail is taken off the sail, and the sails are left on the sails, and it is not the sail that is driven by the wind. Answers—46 miles, to earn to exist and elevate or to raise their shoulders to the epoch of the sail, and let us go to our friend's hand and the side of his social nature is raised. And when, we ask, "Why Religion?"

CLAPTON ADAMS

"Try SNOW's Excellent Dry Cleaning—Prompt Delivery"

Come in and see our complete line of small radios.

Don't overlook the delicious ice cream made daily at CULVER-KIDD'S

Valentines that hit the spot at WOOTEN'S

Special Permanent Waves for this week

End sale in permanent waves and permanent waving—unchinable—so hard on your hair.

Visit our shop on the second floor

Bell Beauty Shop

Harper's Shoe Shop

At the

HARPER'S SHOE SHOP

2116 South Wayne

Above Miller's Ten Cent Store

Picture Photo Finish

PHOTO FINISH

For

TEXT BOOKS

College and High School

On Friday and Saturday, Jan. 22 and 23

Buyers will pay CASH

For

SLOW's LAUNDRY

"The South's Finest"

"Half a block, half a cent, it's a block around," into the picture show

From the pictures is a batch

"Loving on the Light Brigade" brought on the stage of the chosen, under the picture show. The sight of Miss Minerva Hill not all the time, Miss Minerva Hill does not see. The eyes of Miss Minerva Hill are all for her admiration for her performance. We are unable to see her star with David 'Captive' Blood. "The charges of the Light Brigade" will be shown on Monday and Tuesday at the Capitol.

Bruce Cagle, Margaret Linder and Joseph Colin star in "Captive Blood" which is Wednesday's feature. It's a movie marathon greetin a screening, turned her back, go to former his calling to receive some from a theater. Lonesome Afternoon, or is your name like Eugene J. Roache (Bruce Cagle, to pray). The play, say a combination of a film in which we are more interested toward story acting, is "Captive Blood," now playing at the Central. We arc enjoying in Martha Raye, who, in our opinion, steals the show in "Captive Blood." This is Thursday night. Practically the same cast that made "Big Broadcast of 1936" returns to the screen in "Captive Blood" the story of hatchetmen, that we arc saving, and several automobile college students in their Acting of one's own little making. The high price of the coal is Griffith Allen, who does the acting off the camera—he does the traditional air program, which emphasizes the situation as usual. Jack Benny is still trying to play "Knew in the Air."}

Valentines that hit the spot at WOOTEN'S

Special Permanent

Waves for this week

End sale in permanent waves and permanent waving—unchinable—so hard on your hair.

Valentines that hit the spot at WOOTEN'S

At the

SLOW'S LAUNDRY

"The South's Finest"
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